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For all force velocity relationships in humans, morphological factors 
contribute to force and power measurements, and may bias or improve 
power profiles [1]. Morphological factors that relate to differences in 
size and structure of lever arms include length and pennation angle 
of muscle fibres. Force velocity relationships are also interrelated to 
factors that modify longer duration performances such as the efficiency 
of oxygen utilisation, muscular blood flow and perceived exertion [2]. 

Power, the composite product of two factors (force and speed) can 
incorporate an infinite number of values. Therefore, a range of results 
are possible with varying contributions from both factors, especially 
when the criterion is optimisation of absolute maximal power [3]. This 
suggestion has been substantiated by Baker et al. [4]. A greater power 
output was achieved during a total body mass (TBM) and fat free mass 
(FFM) optimisation protocol by increasing both the applied forces and 
increasing the number of pedal revolutions. With the increasing load, 
recruitment of more motor units with more muscle fibres per motor 
unit is most important until the load becomes too heavy [5]. Maximal 
muscular tension can be produced when the muscle is lengthened, and 
it declines during the concentric phase of muscle contraction. 

Within the range of force velocity interrelationships, those 
associated with maximised short-term power would be expected to 
most closely approximate the maximum single contraction as defined 
by the initial force velocity curve of Hill [6]. Deviations from this 
relationship are mostly due to fatigue, and the necessary muscular co-
ordination associated with repetitive high frequency motion. The inter-
subject differences observed between the TBM and FFM protocols may 
be related to individual inability to generate high levels of velocity. There 
may be many reasons for this including the proportion of fast twitch 
fibres (type II) in the exercising muscle, and differences in physiological 
and biochemical factors that relate to both genetics, and training status. 

Type II fibres are known to have faster contraction times and 
rates of tension development than slow twitch (type I) fibres and are 
more dependent on glycolysis to maintain ATP rather than the slower 
process of oxidative phosphorylation [7]. Thorstensson et al. [8] have 
confirmed a greater proportion of type II fibres in athletes engaged in 
activities requiring short lived or sprint type power development. In the 
classical early experiments describing the effects of contraction time on 
the work and efficiency of the elbow flexors [9] and quadriceps group 
during cycling [10], it was demonstrated that brief maximal and sub-
maximal contractions were more associated with an increased waste of 
potential energy than sustained contractions. 

In a system performing mechanical work, where heat is liberated 
and free energy wasted, relatively more free energy must be supplied 
to maintain performance [11]. Baker et al. [4] suggested that during 
both a TBM and a FFM protocol, the Peak Power Output (PPO) values 
obtained were recorded with energy supplied almost exclusively from 
the degradation of phosphocreatine (PCr) and glycolysis.

Willkie, [12] demonstrated that in muscle, the breakdown of PCr 
and glycogen over a cycle of relaxation and contraction is directly 
proportional to the sum of the heat and work produced. Moreover, 
during contraction, heat production is at a maximum under conditions 
in which the work is maximal [13]. Baker et al. [4] indicated that 

during the initial stages of performance, the work production was 
greatest when the subjects were optimised for FFM. This suggests a 
greater or more efficient utilisation of muscle phosphagens when FFM 
is compared to TBM. In most cases, the time to PPO increased when 
the subjects were optimised for FFM, indicating a possible alteration in 
energy system contribution, with glycolysis being used to a lesser extent 
in the early stages of this resistive force protocol. 

This may also indicate an increased degradation of PCr and glycogen 
and greater changes in metabolic substrates. These factors could have 
exerted inhibiting effects on the biochemical processes associated with 
muscle contraction, and may contribute to the fatigue profiles observed. 
Increased H+ in muscle may decrease force generation by impairing 
Ca2+ release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum [14], or by disturbing 
cross bridge formation. 

High levels of blood acidity and lactate accumulation are also 
observed following maximal exercise [15]. At high rates of contraction, 
there is less time for the dispersion of metabolites from muscle, and 
the intramuscular accumulation of waste products may proceed at an 
accelerated rate [16]. Results using animal studies have demonstrated 
that individual fast twitch motor units, and whole muscles with a 
high percentage of type II fibres, are capable of higher levels of tetanic 
tension, and are more susceptible to fatigue, than type I fibres [17]. 
Studies on intact human muscles have reported that individuals with 
muscles containing a high proportion of type II fibres are capable of 
faster contraction velocities, and therefore greater force output [8], but 
are more prone to fatigue during repeated dynamic contraction. 

Nilsson et al. [18] demonstrated a strong correlation (P<0.05) 
between an increase in the ratio of electromyography activity to 
power associated with fatigue, with a high percentage of type II fibres, 
suggesting that diminished force was due to a selective drop out of 
this type of fibre. di Prampero [19] has suggested that a reduction in 
contractile speed rather than the depletion of high-energy phosphates 
may be a major cause of fatigue during activities requiring maximal 
power output. Maximising power output during short duration cycle 
ergometry is further complicated by the circular motion of the pedals. 
The circular motion affects the nature of force application, which is 
influenced by the degree of skill and co-ordination required for a given 
motion sequence frequency [20]. 
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It has also been demonstrated that the internal work associated 
with the acceleration and deceleration of the leg mass increases with the 
square of the increased pedalling rate [21]. Therefore, the energy loss at 
80 rpm already amounts to 5% of the external power output and would 
exceed 20% at 120 rpm. The increase in power output observed when 
the subjects were optimised for FFM may be the result of increased 
voluntary command of the supra spinal centres. 

This greater contribution may increase fibre recruitment, by 
the optimisation of individual motor unit firing frequency, and by 
the synchronisation of the firing patterns between the motor units 
themselves [22]. This increase depends on the muscles’ ability to translate 
high frequency impulse excitation through the various excitation 
processes with minimal time delay. In addition, the muscle needs to 
associate and dissociate the actin and myosin as they repeatedly rotate 
through successive cross bridge cycles. It is possible, that an increase in 
neural stimulation will enhance recruitment frequency of the muscle 
spindles, which would result in a corresponding increase in muscular 
contraction. The results recorded for the FFM protocol indicate that 
existing optimisation protocols should be reviewed if increased power 
output is desirable. Increased peak power output values resulting from 
higher pedalling rates during optimisation procedures for FFM, may 
maximise muscle contraction dynamics. These findings are in contrast 
with previous authors [23,24]. However, other researchers [4,25-
29] have found that during high intensity cycle ergometry the power
profiles generated are related to the subjects FFM or to the mass of the 
muscles that perform the test. 

This suggests that the maximal power outputs obtainable, and 
the relative contribution of the energy systems involved during 
experimental high intensity cycle ergometer exercise, need further 
evaluation. Procedures producing realistic power values, that relate to 
the active muscle tissue utilised during this type of exercise, may need 
to be explored in preference to methods that are inclusive of both lean 
and fat mass. 
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